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Abstract

Neural image and text encoders have been proposed to align the abstract image and
symbolic text representation. Global-local and local-local information integration be-
tween two modalities are essential for an effective alignment. In this paper, we present
RELation-aware Adaptive Cross-attention (RELAX) that achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in cross-modal retrieval tasks by incorporating several novel improvements. First,
cross-attention methods integrate global-local information via weighted global feature of
a modality (taken as value) for a local feature of the other modality (taken as query). We
can make more accurate alignments if we could also consider the global weights of the
query modality. To this end, we introduce adaptive embedding to consider the weights.
Second, to enhance the usage of scene-graphs that can capture the high-level relation of
local features, we introduce transformer encoders for textual scene graphs to align with
visual scene graphs. Lastly, we use NT-XEnt loss that takes the weighted sum of the
samples based on their importance. We show that our approach is effective in extensive
experiments that outperform other state-of-the-art models.

1 Introduction
One of the most basic and crucial problems in machine learning is representation learning for
aligning symbolic language and abstract vision features. An accurate alignment significantly
impacts many visual-language tasks such as image and text retrieval across modalities [6],
VQA [30], image captioning [1], image generation from the text [17, 28], and zero-shot
learning [19].

The bottom-up and top-down attention mechanism [1] has been proposed to build up
local attention features of the image and determine the feature attention weightings using the
linguistic global context. The stacked cross-attention network [12] generalizes this approach
by interchanging roles of image and text in the cross-modal attention mechanism.

Attention mechanisms, however, are uni-directional in that the query is taken locally
from one modality, whereas the key and value are taken globally from the other modal-
ity. The values are weighted summed based on the local query and global key attention
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matrices, which does not consider the global context of the query. We introduce adaptive
cross-attention to integrate the global information from both directions.

Another crucial aspect of our method is that it leverages the relationships among objects
represented as a scene graph for aligning high-level semantics. Although the scene graph
has been conceived as an effective intermediate representation for image retrieval [9, 21],
only a few methods that appeared recently [25] were able to show significant performance
improvement. Yet, end-to-end methods considering relations that do not explicitly build
scene graphs [13, 27] performs better than scene graph methods. We present a method to
leverage scene graphs using transformer encoders to consider the context of the triplets.

Triplet ranking margin loss, moreover, averages the negative samples with flat prior, al-
though it performs well with hard negative sampling [6]. We also introduce mutual informa-
tion lower bound loss for a weighted sum of the negative samples based on their importance.
Recent representation learning studies have introduced information-theoretic mutual infor-
mation lower bound loss, InfoNCE [16], sometimes called N-pair loss [22] or NT-XEnt [3],
to relate image augmentations. It has been used in image-text matching [24] and recent stud-
ies [17, 19] showed the effectiveness of the NT-XEnt for alignment between image and text.
We also find that NT-XEnt is more effective than the triplet ranking margin loss [6] for our
task in the experiments.

In this paper, (i) we propose a novel neural architecture RELation-aware Adaptive Cross-
attention (RELAX) with an adaptive cross-attention mechanism. (ii) Efficient transformer
encoding for textual scene graphs is suggested and the encoder is shared with the fusion pro-
cess of the image encoder. (iii) Information-theoretic contrastive loss (NT-XEnt) is compared
to the triplet ranking loss in the local feature-based method. In summary, we improve global-
local and local-local information integration via context-awareness. Context-awareness is
also applied to the loss functions through NT-XEnt. We show that, through an extensive set
of experiments, our proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art models.

2 Related Works
Using bottom-up attention (BUA), local image features have been widely used to align image
and text representations. The local image features resemble those from language models,
thus max-attention [10] or stacked cross-attention [12] have been commonly used. Stacked
cross-attention takes query from one modality and the key and value from the other modality.
The attention weight is calculated by multiplication between the query Q and keys K; then
softmax activation produces the probability output. By multiplying the attention weights to
the values V , we obtain the representative value corresponding to the query,

V̂ = softmax(QKT )V. (1)

To make a score for cross-modal retrieval tasks, the similarity between query and repre-
sentative value, S = Q ·V̂/‖Q‖‖V̂‖, is used. Pooling methods aggregate the similarities, and
then it results in the final score. Note that each representative value above does not reflect
the query’s global features in this procedure, so the queries are added in the same weights.
To encode the global features of the query, we introduce adaptive embedding [26] for the
calculation of the cross-attention. The adaptive embedding is expected to make the weights
for the query. We also use sum pooling explored by the previous works [29] to avoid the bias
effect caused by the different lengths of the captions.
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Figure 1: Graphical explanation of RELAX. ℑ and ℑpred are the image and label pairs
from object detection and scene graph generation, respectively. Image encoders translate
the visually grounded images to X and P. C is human annotated captions corresponding to
the image, whereas Crel is the triplets of the textual scene graphs. Caption (Y ) and caption
relations (R) are encoded by transformer encoders BW and BR. ( ·̂ ) denotes the embedding
after adaptive cross-attention. We maximize agreement between the adaptive embedding
and the original query to calculate the similarity scores. Only P̂-R is used for the relation
alignment because textual scene graphs are not extracted in some cases. Thus, we use a
global features of Y as a context vectors of R. See details in the main draft.

In cross-modal image retrieval, using visual [9] and textual scene graphs [21] has been
proposed from its early stage. Recent study [25] successfully integrates the scene graph and
the neural network using the scene graph matching (SGM) with the graph neural networks
(GNN). In SGM, local image object features and words are aligned, while image predicate
features and text relations from textual scene graphs are aligned separately. Our model is
similar to SGM but with improved embedding using adaptive cross-attention and text em-
bedding from transformer language model.

We use the bidirectional encoder representation from transformer (BERT) [4] as the text
encoder. In this model, tokenized sentences start with the [CLS] token and end with the [SEP]
token. For the text relations, each triplet is encoded as a sentence separated by [SEP], and
we use the embedding of [SEP] token as the triplet representation. Recent studies [14, 25]
fused the label embedding to the image embedding. In our work, the caption/image object
label and caption relations/image predicate label share the encoders.

Mutual information lower bound losses [2, 7, 16] have been recently introduced as self-
supervised learning losses. For example, the NT-XEnt loss was originally suggested for
self-supervised learning that maximizes the agreement of embedding between two different
augmentations (viewpoint) of the same single image. In this work, we treat the image and
text as the different expressions of the same situation (Fig 1). Because the name ‘contrastive’
can be adopted to both margin loss and mutual information lower bound losses, we denote the
latter as NT-XEnt for the rest of the paper. NT-XEnt has been applied to recent studies with
large-scale datasets [8, 19] to align images and texts. However, these studies regard simple
multiplications between global features from image and text, not using attention mechanisms
to calculate the similarity matrix. It has also been suggested for local feature alignment
in robust retrieval [24]. In this paper, we show that NT-XEnt can be applied to the cross-
attention model, and yields better performance compared to the margin loss.
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Figure 2: Input data consists of detected image objects (blue), image predicates(gray), cap-
tion (orange) and caption relation (green). BERT models and tokenizers for word (BW , TW )
and relations (BR, TR) are presented in fusion module that yields embedding of caption (Y )
and caption relations (R). The labels of the image objects (`X ) and predicates (`P) are inte-
grated to BUA features (Ξ and Z) through the models. xxx,yyy,rrr are the global embedding of
image, caption and relation, and X̃ ,Ỹ , P̃ are globally adaptive embedding to counter modali-
ties, yyy,xxx, rrr, respectively. After the attention process, dot products yield X̂ ,Ŷ , P̂. Black boxes
on the rightmost represent the sum of the cosine similarities between the two representations.

3 Model
To improve image-text alignment, we propose a novel structure RELAX: RELation-aware
Adaptive Cross-attention with transformer encoders that has three main architectures. (Fig. 2)
(a) Shared text encoder with label fusion to combine the external textual knowledge to the
image embedding vectors; (b) related objects integration using visual scene graphs via GNN;
(c) global feature integration using adaptive embedding. We also effectively integrate the in-
formation using sum pooling and NT-XEnt loss.

We denote the dataset of detected objects as ℑ, caption as C, and their mini-batches
as ℑb and Cb, respectively. We omit the subscript b for convenience. We then write ℑ =

{(I(1)X , `
(1)
X ), · · · ,(I(n)X , `

(n)
X )} for detected objects, and C = {C(1), · · · ,C(n)} for caption with

the batch-size of n. Note that I(k)X is the set of cropped images of detected object regions, `(k)X
is the corresponding set of the labels, and C(k) is the human-annotated caption for the image.

The visual scene graphs are generated based on detected objects [23, 32]. The visual
scene graph comprises a set of triplets. A mini-batch of the visual scene graph is denoted as
ℑpred = {(I

(1)
P , `

(1)
P ), · · · ,(I(n)P , `

(n)
P )}. Note that I(k)P , called image predicate, is the set of the

cropped images of the union regions, i.e. the smallest rectangle that contains the two objects
(subject and object), and `

(k)
P is the corresponding sets of triplet labels. The textual scene

graph is composed of several triplets, which can be generated by parsing C [21]. We denote
a mini-batch of the textual scene graph as Crel = {C

(1)
R , · · · ,C(n)

R }, where each C(k)
R is a set of

triplet, called caption relation.
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3.1 BERT embedding for textual scene graphs
A RELAX model has two transformer encoders. One is for caption BW , and the other one
is for caption relation BR. (Fig. 1, 2) The BERT models have an additional perceptron layer
to match the dimension to the image encoding later. The caption (C) is encoded as cap-
tion embedding (Y ) through BW , Y = BW (C). Note that Y = (yyy1,yyy2, · · · ,yyyL), where yyy j is a
d-dimensional word embedding vector, and L is the number of tokens of the caption embed-
ding.

For the caption relations (CR), transformer encoding should be modified because they
are triplets. We used [SEP] embedding of BERT right after the triplet as the representative
feature of the triplet, or R = BR (CR)[SEP]. Note that R = (rrr1,rrr2, · · · ,rrrL′) is caption relation
embedding, rrr is a d-dimensional vector, and L′ is the number of caption relations. [SEP]
denotes the embedding for [SEP] token. Note that [SEP] is one of the possible choices. See
the comparison with other triplet embedding methods and details in supplement material.

3.2 Label Fusion
The images of detected objects IX is encoded as the intermediate image features Ξ by pre-
trained BUA model [1] (Fig. 2a), where Ξ = (ξξξ 1,ξξξ 2, · · · ,ξξξ M), ξξξ is the vector for a local
region, and M denotes the number of detected objects. The labels of the objects `X is en-
coded by BW , same as in Sec. 3.1, then the intermediate label features are fused with Ξ by
concatenation as follows.

xxx = fX ([ξξξ ,BW (`X )yyy]), (2)

where fX is a perceptron layer, and xxx is the d-dimensional image embedding vector for the
local region. Note that subscript yyy denotes the label embedding excluding the special tokens,
and [·, ·] denotes the concatenation of the two features. Then, we get X = (xxx1,xxx2, · · · ,xxxM),
the image embedding set for an image.

Similarly, Ip is encoded as Z by the same BUA model above, where Z =(ζζζ 1,ζζζ 2, · · · ,ζζζ M′),
each ζζζ is the vector for a union region, and M′ denotes the number of image predicates of
the visual scene graphs. The triplet labels of the relation `P is encoded by BR; then the
intermediate triplet features are fused with Z by concatenation as follows.

ppp0 = fP([ζζζ ,BR(`P)[SEP]]), (3)

where fP is a perceptron layer, and ppp0 is the d-dimensional vector for the image predicates.
P0 = (ppp0

1, · · · , ppp0
M′) is the pure image predicate embedding set for an image.

3.3 Graph neural networks for visual scene graphs
We use GNN (Fig. 2b) to integrate the local object information via the visual scene graphs.
Once the image predicate embedding (P0) is extracted, it is mixed with object features (X).

ppp = fGNN([xxxS, ppp0,xxxO]), (4)

where fGNN is a perceptron layer with non-linear activation, such as tanh, and [·, ·, ·] denotes
the concatenation of the features. Note that the index of the subject is S, and the index of
the object is O. It can be seen as the graph convolution of bipartite networks of objects and
predicates. See detailed graphical explanations in supplement material.
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3.4 Adaptive Embedding for Cross-Attention
Cross-attention image-text alignment [12] models have widely been used for retrieval tasks.
It can be fulfilled as two kinds of attentions, called text-to-image(t-i) and image-to-text(i-t)
attention. T-i attention deals with the word embedding as the query of the attention and the
image object embedding as the key and value. In contrast, i-t attention deals with the image
object embedding as the query and the word embedding as the key and the value.

In Fig. 2c, to encode the weights of the queries, adaptive embedding [26] integrates the
global feature (x̄xx, ȳyy) of the query modality to the local feature of the other (key and value)
modality. For instance, xxx, the mean feature of the image, can be integrated into the yyy (Y ),
and results in ỹyy (Ỹ ) in i-t attention. The global features are linearly projected through two
functions, g and b, such as

x̃xxi = gY (yyy)� xxxi +bY (yyy), ỹyy j = gX (xxx)� yyy j +bX (xxx), (5)

where � denotes component wise multiplication. By substitution of the key and value of the
original cross-attention with the globally adaptive embedding, we can rewrite the attended
embedding as following:

X̂ = softmax(Y X̃T )X̃ , Ŷ = softmax(XỸ T )Ỹ . (6)

Note that X̃ = (x̃xx1, · · · , x̃xxM) and Ỹ = (ỹyy1, · · · , ỹyyL). For the i-t model, if the special tokens
(especially, [CLS] token) are used as the key and value, it makes an unfair comparison with
the other word embedding, so that we erase the special tokens for the attention. Moreover,
the similarity score between the two different modalities can be defined as the sum of the
cosine-similarities of all the regions(i-t) and words(t-i).

Si-t(X ,Y ) =
M

∑
i=1

xxxi · ŷyyi

‖xxxi‖‖ŷyyi‖
, St-i(X ,Y ) =

L

∑
j=1

x̂xx j · yyy j

‖x̂xx j‖‖yyy j‖
. (7)

Note that X̂ =(x̂xx1, · · · , x̂xxL) and Ŷ =(ŷyy1, · · · , ŷyyM). We find that the aggregation by sum pooling
(Fig. 2d) of the similarity scores is more effective than the average aggregation described in
Table 2 (model 1 and 2). For the relation similarities, we only use t-i attention, because
occasionally text relations are not extracted. We set rrr to [CLS] embedding of Y as a context
vector. Then,

Srel(P,R) =
L′

∑
j=1

p̂pp j · rrr j

‖ p̂pp j‖‖rrr j‖
, (8)

where L′ is the length of the caption relations. Note that P̂ = softmax(RP̃T )P̃ and p̃ppi =
gR(rrr)� pppi +bR(rrr), where P̃ = (p̃pp1, · · · , p̃ppM′) and P̂ = (p̂pp1, · · · , p̂ppL′).

3.5 Loss function
Triplet ranking margin loss. To learn a discriminative representation, triplet margin loss

has been suggested [20]. Note that we use online sampling; thus, XN and YN are the negative
samples in a mini-batch of the image and text embedding, respectively. In [6], the hardest
negative sampling in a mini-batch can improve the triplet loss performances.

LSH(X ,Y ) = ∑
X ′∈XN

[
−S (X ,Y )+S

(
X ′,Y

)
−m

]
+
+ ∑

Y ′∈YN

[
−S (X ,Y )+S

(
X ,Y ′

)
−m

]
+
, (9)

LMH(X ,Y ) =
[
−S (X ,Y )+S

(
X ′′,Y

)
−m

]
+
+
[
−S (X ,Y )+S

(
X ,Y ′′

)
−m

]
+
, (10)
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where m is the margin value and [x]+ = max(x,0). Note that XN and YN are the negative
samples, X ′′ and Y ′′ are the hardest negative samples in a mini-batch of the image and text
embedding, respectively. Following [26], we train with interpolation of two margin losses,
LH = KLMH +(1−K)LSH. Note that K starts from zero and converge to one.
Normalized Temperature XEnt. Mutual information has been a good measure to capture

the correlation between two distributions. InfoNCE [16] applied them to self-supervised
representation learning. SimCLR [3] introduces temperature as a hyper parameter and insists
that the mutual information loss is just the normalized temperature cross-entropy (NT-XEnt),

LNT(X ,Y ) =− log
(

expβS(X ,Y )
∑X ′∈X expβS(X ′,Y )

)
− log

(
expβS(X ,Y )

∑Y ′∈Y expβS(X ,Y ′)

)
, (11)

where β is the inverse temperature, X is a mini-batch for image embedding, and Y is a
mini-batch for caption embedding. Note that increasing β affects the system more cleanly
be separated to make a similar effect of hard negative sampling. NT-XEnt computes the
probability of the data compared to the other data. In contrast, margin loss assumes that all
the data has the same probability (See supplement material).

Considering the image predicate and text relation similarity scores, the total loss becomes
Ltotal = L(X ,Y )+λL(P,R), where λ is the weight of relation similarity score.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
We evaluate our image-text alignment model on the two publicly available cross-modal re-
trieval datasets, Flickr30k [31] and MS-COCO [15] following the split of [6, 10, 12]. For
both of the datasets, each image has five corresponding human-annotated captions. Flickr30k
has 29k training images, 1k validation images, and 1k test images. MS-COCO has 113k
training images, 5k validation images, and 5k test images. The final results are reported by
averaging over 5 folds for 1k test images or testing on the full 5k test images.

The performance is measured by the standard recall at K (R@K). Following the previous
studies, R@1, R@5, and R@10 are measured for image/text retrieval tasks. Note that Rsum
is defined as the sum of all measured recall values. RELAX model has all modules described
above: fusion, relation, adaptive embedding, and sum pooling. REL-X is RELAX without
adaptive embedding. The training details are in supplement material.

4.2 Results on MS-COCO and Flickr30k
In Table 1, performance comparisons on MS-COCO 1k fold5, 5k test set, and Flickr30k 1k
test set are presented. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art models for both text retrieval
and image retrieval on MS-COCO and Flickr30k. Note that DSRAN [27], CAMERA [18],
and ours use BERT embedding while the others use Bi-GRU embedding for the text.

Our model improves 2.5% on image retrieval (R@1) and 2.4% on text retrieval (R@1)
for the single models in MS-COCO 1k test set compared to other state-of-the-art models.
In practice, our single models already have two image/text encoders (i.e. image encoders
for X and P, text encoders for Y and Q). Note that the best single model outperforms other
ensemble models in some metrics (IR@1, IR@10).
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Single model
MS-COCO 1k test MS-COCO 5k test Flickr30k 1k test

Text Retrv Image Retrv Text Retrv Image Retrv Text Retrv Image Retrv
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

SCAN i-t [12] 68.4 93.9 98.0 54.8 86.1 93.3 46.4 77.4 87.2 34.4 63.7 75.7 67.7 88.9 94.0 44.0 74.2 82.6
SCAN t-i [12] 70.9 94.5 97.8 56.4 87.0 93.9 - - - - - - 61.8 87.5 93.7 45.8 74.4 83.0

SGM [25] 73.4 93.8 97.8 57.5 87.3 94.3 50.0 79.3 87.9 35.3 64.9 76.5 71.8 91.7 95.5 53.5 79.6 86.5
ADAPT i-t [26] 74.5 94.2 97.9 62.0 90.4 95.5 - - - - - - 70.2 90.8 95.8 55.5 82.7 89.8
ADAPT t-i [26] 75.3 95.1 98.4 63.3 90.0 95.5 - - - - - - 73.6 93.7 96.7 57.0 83.6 90.3
CAMERA [18] 75.9 95.5 98.6 62.3 90.1 95.2 53.1 81.3 89.8 39.0 70.5 81.5 76.5 95.1 97.2 58.9 84.7 90.2
DSRAN [27] 78.8 96.1 98.5 62.9 89.9 95.3 56.3 84.2 90.7 40.3 70.9 81.3 78.6 95.6 97.6 57.3 84.8 90.9

REL-X i-t (m) 77.9 95.8 98.6 60.2 88.7 94.8 57.3 83.8 90.6 36.4 67.5 79.1 75.5 93.2 96.5 54.3 81.3 88.2
REL-X i-t (NT) 77.0 95.4 98.5 60.1 88.6 94.7 57.1 83.0 90.5 37.4 67.6 78.5 75.6 92.8 96.6 54.5 81.2 88.0
RELAX i-t (m) 78.6 96.3 98.8 62.3 89.7 95.6 58.1 84.4 91.4 40.0 70.1 80.2 77.5 93.4 96.7 56.8 82.9 89.4

RELAX i-t (NT) 78.2 95.7 98.4 62.3 89.7 95.5 58.0 84.0 90.9 40.3 70.2 80.8 77.1 93.4 97.0 57.5 82.8 89.3
REL-X t-i (m) 76.0 95.7 98.5 62.4 90.0 95.7 54.1 82.7 90.6 39.9 69.9 80.9 81.2 95.8 98.0 61.6 85.8 91.6

REL-X t-i (NT) 81.2 96.3 98.4 65.8 91.1 96.1 61.8 87.2 92.8 44.2 73.3 83.1 81.2 95.5 97.7 62.1 85.9 91.6
RELAX t-i (m) 77.4 96.0 98.6 62.0 89.8 95.9 55.7 83.4 90.8 40.0 69.6 80.3 80.1 95.5 97.5 62.2 86.4 91.8

RELAX t-i (NT) 80.8 96.3 98.7 65.3 90.6 95.8 60.4 85.9 92.4 43.8 72.5 82.1 80.8 95.3 97.6 62.2 86.1 91.8

Ensemble Text Retrv Image Retrv Text Retrv Image Retrv Text Retrv Image Retrv
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

SCAN [12] 72.7 94.8 98.4 58.8 88.4 94.8 50.4 82.2 90.0 38.6 69.3 80.4 67.9 90.3 95.8 48.6 77.7 85.2
VSRN [13] 76.2 94.8 98.2 62.8 89.7 95.1 53.0 81.1 89.4 40.5 70.6 81.1 71.3 90.6 96.0 54.7 81.8 88.2

ADAPT [26] 76.5 95.6 98.9 62.2 90.5 96.0 - - - - - - 76.6 95.4 97.6 60.7 86.6 92.0
SGRAF [5] 79.6 96.2 98.5 63.2 90.7 96.1 57.8 - 91.6 41.9 - 81.3 77.8 94.1 97.4 58.5 83.0 88.8

CAMERA [18] 77.5 96.3 98.8 63.4 90.9 95.8 55.1 82.9 91.2 40.5 71.7 82.5 78.0 95.1 97.9 60.3 85.9 91.7
DSRAN [27] 80.6 96.7 98.7 64.5 90.8 95.8 57.9 85.3 92.0 41.7 72.7 82.8 80.5 95.5 97.9 59.2 86.0 91.9
REL-X (m) 81.2 96.8 98.8 65.8 91.8 96.6 62.2 86.9 93.1 43.4 73.5 83.7 82.8 95.8 98.0 63.3 87.0 92.3

REL-X (NT) 82.3 96.8 98.8 67.2 91.8 96.5 64.7 88.3 93.4 45.5 74.7 84.2 82.7 95.9 98.0 63.2 86.9 92.3
RELAX (m) 81.9 97.0 99.2 66.5 92.2 96.8 63.4 87.9 93.6 44.7 74.0 83.6 84.0 96.2 98.2 64.9 88.1 92.9

RELAX (NT) 83.0 96.7 99.0 67.5 92.1 96.7 64.8 87.7 92.9 46.6 75.2 84.6 84.4 96.1 98.1 65.0 88.0 93.0
Best models 83.1 97.0 99.1 67.5 92.4 96.7 65.0 88.7 93.7 46.3 75.2 84.6 - - - - - -

Table 1: Cross-modal retrieval results on MS-COCO 1k test set, 5k test set, and Flickr30k 1k
test set. The bold numbers denote the best models for each metric. REL-X and RELAX are
our models, while RELAX is the same as REL-X except for adaptive embedding. (m) and
(NT) denote the models using margin and NT-XEnt loss. Ensemble models use the average
similarity matrix of t-i and i-t attention models. In the last line, we also examine the ensemble
of the best models, RELAX i-t (m) and REL-X t-i (NT) for MS-COCO.

To calculate the ensemble results, SCAN, ADAPT, and ours use the average similarity
matrix of t-i and i-t attention models, while DSRAN and CAMERA use the same archi-
tecture. The best ensemble model also improves 3.0% on image retrieval (R@1) and 2.5%
on text retrieval (R@1) on MS-COCO 1k test set. For MS-COCO 5k test set, our model
improves 4.7% on image retrieval (R@1) and 7.1% on text retrieval (R@1).

For Flickr30k, the RELAX t-i models outperform the other image retrieval models, while
the REL-X t-i models are better in text retrieval. The best results improve 3.3% on image
retrieval (R@1) and 2.6% on text retrieval (R@1). For the ensemble results, RELAX models
result in the best scores for all metrics. Our models improve 4.5% on image retrieval (R@1)
and 3.8% on text retrieval (R@1).

For the adaptive embedding, compared to REL-X i-t model, RELAX i-t model improves
the image retrieval (R@1) from 60.1 to 62.3 for MS-COCO 1k test set. In Fig. 3, the image
global adaptive embedding for the i-t models (RELAX i-t) are more effective than text global
adaptation for t-i models. In practice, REL-X t-i performs better than RELAX t-i models
in most of the cases. A global text information using adaptive X-attention can annoy the
system, while global image information is essential for better performance in (i-t) attention.
Applying the loss NT-XEnt is also effective, especially in MS-COCO. The standard errors
are plotted for the MS-COCO 1k test for the fold5 model (Fig. 3a) and four independent
models for the Flickr30k 1k test (Fig. 3c).
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Figure 3: Recall sum (Rsum) on (a) MS-COCO 1k fold5, (b) 5k, and (c) Flickr30k 1k test set
depending on the changing of the loss function where NT10 and NT20 are the NT-XEnt with
the inverse temperature β = 10 and 20. Solid lines with filled points represent RELAX with
adaptive attention models, while dotted lines with empty points represent REL-X models
with original cross-attention. Red squares are t-i attention models, while blue lines are i-t
attention models. Black circles are the ensemble of t-i and i-t models by aggregation on
similarity matrices. We plot standard errors for the same model on fold5 MS-COCO test sets
in (a), for four different models on Flickr 1k test set in (c).

4.3 Ablation study
In Table 2, we explore the effect of each module. We find that the sum pooling of similarity
scores of cross-attention is an essential factor. Average pooling can induce a bias when
the lengths of the captions are varied by ignoring the crucial features for longer sentences.
When there exist many captions to compare, average and sum pooling are not identical, and
the absolute values become important.

Comparing models 2/3 and 6/8, fusion with a shared model also improves the perfor-
mances that enable easy alignment. We also examine the effect of adaptive embedding by
comparing models 3/4 and 7/8. NT-XEnt sometimes improves the performance (models 5
and 8), sometimes it doesn’t (models 4 and 7). Note that ensembling the best models for
t-i (β = 10) and i-t (β = 20) attention among the various temperatures can perform slightly
better (0.4% in Rsum) than model 8.

model Pooling Fusion Relation Adapt Loss Text Retrv Image Retrv RsumR@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
1 Mean 7 7 7 Margin 70.4 90.6 94.9 47.7 75.1 83.0 461.7
2 Sum 7 7 7 Margin 81.2 95.1 97.5 60.4 85.0 91.0 510.2
3 Sum 3 7 7 Margin 82.9 95.5 97.7 62.4 86.2 91.8 516.4
4 Sum 3 3 7 Margin 82.8 95.8 98.0 63.3 87.0 92.3 519.2
5 Sum 3 3 3 Margin 84.0 96.2 98.2 64.9 88.1 92.9 524.4
6 Sum 7 3 3 NT-XEnt 83.8 95.9 98.0 63.4 87.2 92.4 520.7
7 Sum 3 3 7 NT-XEnt 82.7 95.9 98.0 63.2 86.9 92.3 518.9
8 Sum 3 3 3 NT-XEnt 84.4 96.1 98.1 65.0 88.0 93.0 524.7

Table 2: Ablation study on Flickr30k dataset. We check on the ensemble models using the
mean similarity matrix of the t-i and i-t attention models. The values are the average over
four different models.
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5 Discussion
We suggest a novel structure RELAX with scene graphs for integrating the relations between
objects. The visual grounding information is integrated by the fusion of the labels with
shared transformer encoders. To integrate the global context of a query, adaptive embedding
is examined to the key and value embedding. By virtue of each module, RELAX results in a
noticeable improvement compared to the other state-of-the-art models.

Adaptive value features can encode the importance of the query features, while the pre-
vious cross attention method just sums up the queries. The adaptive cross-attention matrix
can be simplified as Q f (qqqT )KT , where Q,K are query and key, qqq is the global feature of the
Q. When we attend the relation between Q and qqq, the essential queries that lead the global
features are emphasized by this adaptation. In our experiments, global text feature adap-
tation to local image features seems less critical than global image feature adaptation. For
BERT embedding already considers the importance of the query features by self-attention,
the effect may be doubled by the adaptation, which coincides with our explanation. Thus,
self-attention for image features can be considered for future work. Also, adaptive attention
encourages the key features to have the global information of the query modality. The global
query information in adaptive attention can lead the key features, similar to entrainment in
biological systems [11].

Though a scene-graph, a neuro-symbolic approach, for both image and text, has been
suggested as an essential factor of the complex query retrieval for the relation detection,
the performance on the retrieval tasks was worse than the end-to-end methods. Recently, the
knowledge of scene graphs can be effectively integrated using neural networks, and the scene
graph generator is also improved. Above all, neuro-symbolic approaches rely more on text
information than end-to-end models; thus, an efficient text encoder brings more improvement
than the other recent approaches using a similar text encoder.

In practice, our model is based on [25]. Still, we change the encoder from bi-GRU to
BERT and share the encoder for the captions(BW for C)/relations(BR for Crel) and the labels
of the detected objects (i.e. the labels of ℑ and the triplets of ℑpred). The fusion can deliver
the knowledge of the pre-trained models that helps the alignment. Only the extracted labels
from the object detection and scene graph generation are not good enough to align the image
and complex queries. Still, it is helpful to align the dense features between two modalities
efficiently because the captions and extracted labels are in the same domain, i.e. language.

The mutual information lower bound loss is also examined for better and efficient train-
ing. NT-XEnt is a kind of log-likelihood maximization when we interpret the softmax of
the similarity scores as the probability of the corresponding positive image(text) given a
text(an image). Thus, it can be interpreted as an expectation-maximization (EM). It seems
to converge faster (See supplementary material) than margin loss that puts the embedding of
negative samples far from that of the positive sample. The temperature of NT-XEnt should
be tuned for better performance because the temperature controls the effect of hard-negative
sampling in NT-XEnt. We can explore better loss designs such as adaptive temperature for
future work.
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